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continued to struggle with a definition of transactions, 

nance mrctures. 

r, I show that despite 
ations, his proposed sol 

transaction costs bring about actually rely 
se that a more analytically and historically 

illiamson focusse 
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e looked to transaction costs for his answer. Through Cease we receive 

lliamson’s defini:ion of these costs. illiamson’s criticism .of w 
ise calls Coase’s ‘uncommonly insi ful treatment’ is that it fails to go 

far enough so that economists can systematically ‘assess the efficacy of 
ions between firms and markets’. Thus 
from his predecessors by his atten 

mental and human factors and how they influence ec 
argued that environmental factors of uncertainty and small-numbers 

gaining join together with the human factors of opportunism and 
bounded rationality which precipitates the move from mar 

illiamson initially provi definition of transaction costs 
the costs of discove g relevant mar and (b) the costs of 
negotiating and corn ting contracts. definition he used his 
markets and ierarchies approac ‘organizational failures 
framework’. T s explained how it is that transaction costs arise and why 
internal organization has significant advantages over the market with these 
increasing costs. 

In developing this framework he also developed a complex vocabulary to 
argue that the joining of two environmental factors’ and two human 
factors’ into distinct arrangements leads to transaction cost difficulties and, 
in turn organizational failures when there are recurrent contracting situa- 

identified three combinations of factors which lead to organizatio- 
s, each of which could be overcome with internal organization - 

hierarchies rather than markets. 
n the tirst combination, when bounded rationality is linked with 

complexity/uncertainty, bargainers are unable to define complete recurringj 
contractual agreements because neither all alternative futures nor their 
corresponding prices can be determined (19‘75. p. 25). The second failure 
arises when opportunism combines with a small-.-urnbers exchange. 

lthough competitive behavior can overcome individ.ual opnortunistic incli- 1 

‘The first, complexity/uncertainty, is the inability (because of extremely high costs) or even the 
impossibility of developing a decision tree which allows all the possibilities of a contractual 
relationship to be described. This failure results from the large number of alternative pa 
lack of directional aids, and the problem of estimating consequences. The second, smalls-n 
exchange, i.e., tw+party or bilateral bargaining, occurs either from the outset !ex ante) 
contracts are renewed (ex post). 
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nations when there are large numbers of bidders, Williamson argues that 
recurrent contracting leads to a small-number exchange during contract 
renewal. This small-number exchange arises because ‘winners of original bids 
subsequently enjoy non-trivial cost advantages over no 
‘first-mover advantages’ (1975, pp. 29-30). 

A third failure, ‘information impactedness’, arises when uncertainty com- 
bines with opr;=rtunism. This condition exists when the underlying circum- 
stances relevant to the transaction, or related set of transactions, are known 
to one or more parties, but cannot be costlessly discerned by or displayed for 
others. It occurs particularly where there is a small-numbers exchange. This 
information is ‘impacted’ either for opportunistic reasons - original winners 
refuse to disclose it - or because of bounded rationality - they may be 
unable to disclose it despite their best efforts to do so. en this condition 
exists, small-numbers bargaining situations emerge where large-numbers 
bargaining may have prevailed at the initial contract stage (1975, pp. 35-36). 

In his seminal 1979 and 1981 articles, Williamson res ified his new 
economics. is previous ‘organizational failures framework’ was an inte- 
grated mod of environmental and human factors, which when joined 
together, created significant transactton costs. In this second stage, William- 
son’s model has evolved into a ‘trans&on cost economics’ which omits the 
concept of environmental factors amd is more concerned with the nature of 

themselves. 
is earlier wor illiamson maintained that changing the internal 

organization of the firm (i.e., from mar <et to hierarchy) has the purpose and 
effect of econo izing on transaction costs. Yet, he introduced the notion of 
‘alternative govematrpe structures’ to re:pr to the ‘explicit or implicit contrac- 

ork within which sac lion is located’, i.e., markets, firms, or 
odes (1981, p. 15 iazluding this organizational factor, 

illiamson apparently separated his work from traditional neoclassical 
economics which attributes a sim refit maximization objective to the 
lirm. 

economic terms: ‘assess alternative 
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firm as a production function with an organizational or governance structure 
included as a factor. hus the selection of the governance structure became a 
mathematical optimizing problem: %. .for a given organization form (f), 
choose output (Q) and Cproduct] design (D) so as to maximize: 

#(Q, D, f) = f( , D) x Q - c,(Q, D; S) - G/(Q, D), 

where # denotes refit, P(Q, D) is the demand curve, S denotes combipnt 
economies of sco nd G, are t’sie production costs and 

f (1981, p. 1551, n. 24). 
the trade-offs between production costs and 

transaction costs are made explicit. use of these trade-offs, Williamson 
devoted more attention to the nature of the transactions thems&m. 
‘dimensionalized’ transactions by identifying a set of transaction ‘attribu 
which are of special interest to the economics of organization. 

any economists, even those sympathetic to the approach, have com- 
ed about the ubiquity of transaction-cost explanations. Williamson, 

himself, related Stanley Fischer’s charge that ‘transaction costs have a well- 
deserved bad name as a theoretical device.. . [partly] because there is a 
suspicion that almost anything can be rationalized, by involving suitably 
specified transaction costs’ ( 1979, p. 233). 

In response, Williamson conceded that although ‘the new institutional 
economics is preoccupied with the origins, incidence, and ramifications of 
transaction costs [it is a] concept want[ing] for definition’ (1979, p. 233). In 
1979, Williamson faiied +o find a satisfactory definition but identified a 
consensus of factors around which a definition could be created: ‘(1: 
opportunism is a central concept in the study of transaction costs; (2) 
opportunism is especially important for economic activity that involves 
transaction-specific investments in human and physical capital; (3) the 
efIlcient processing of information is an important and related concept; and 
(4) the essment of transaction costs is a comparative institutional under- 
taking. ond these general propositions, a consensus on transaction costs 
is lacking’ ( 1979, p. 234). 

It is coincidental that this ‘consensus’ of factors incl 
which iamson, himself, presents in his new economics. 
previously taken his definition of transaction costs from Cease and had only 
added I&nncth Arro:&‘s e;rnrr D ,401t,+y!q *La* +c~-~cc+‘-~ _____“‘_ D~,~,& Uauiuall L~BQL ~larrDcrti~~~i~ CIUSL~ c&G bc thought 
of as ‘costs of running the economic system’. illiamson found Arrow’ 
approach easy to c vert into contractual ter 
conducting relations 
i 
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the ex post costs of executing, policing, and, when disputes arise, remedying 
the (explicit or implicit) contract that joins them (1981, p. 15 

ctio ts 

In his most recent work, illiamson puts the views of Coase and Arrow 
into his own terms and characterizes transaction cost the ‘economic 
equivalent of friction in physical systems’ ( 1985, p. 19). ore descriptive 
terms he writes that a ‘transaction occurs when a or service is 
transferred across a technologically separable interface. One stage of pro 
fnq or assembly activity terminates, and another begins, A well-wor 
interface, like a well-working machine, is one where these transfers occ 

othly. In mechanical tems, we look for frictions: Do the gears mesh? 
the parts lubricated? there needless slippage or other loss of energy? 

The economic counterpart of fiction is transaction cosr: Do the parties to 
the exchange operate harmoniously, or are there frequent misunderstandings 
and conflicts that lead to delays, breakdowns, and other malfunctions? 
Transaction-cost analysis supplants the usual preoccupation with technology 
and steady-state production (or distribution) expenses, with an examination 
of the comparative costs of planning, ring task com- 

n under alternative governance st 
ith this more complete description of transaction costs, Williamson now 

focuses on the ‘attributes’ of transactions (what he calls ‘dimensionalizing’) 
and this represents the key addition to his new economics in the 1980s. 
These attributes are (1) the ‘frequency” with which transactions recur, (2) the 
‘uncertainty’ to which transactions are subject, and (3) the degree to which 
transaction’s are supported by durable, ‘transaction-specific investments’ 
(1981, p. 1546).0 

Focusing on these three attributes allows the concept of transactions to be 
useful in identifying efficient governance structures (which was the primary 
fault liamson found with Coase’s work). Yet, only the third attribute, 
asset cificity, is of im ortance to the new economics. This is because 

illiamson ts the other two attributes as ‘givens’ in the model. 
illiamson, important issues rev&e around recu 

entail an ‘intermediate degree’ of uncertainty. Thus, mson concludes 
‘asset specificity is the tta sactional dimension of special interest’ ( !98 1, p. 
1548). 

s an asset is less 



On close examination, this ‘new’ element is, in fact, a redefined version of 
‘information impactedness’ which illiamson introduced in arkets and 
!-hwrc~i~ies. information impactedness resulted from the joining together of 

opportunism and uncertainty which led to a small-numbers exchange. 

Uncertainty and small-numbers exchange were the environmental factors jn 
his earlier model. Williamson no longer refers to his ‘organizational failures 
framework*, nor o environmental factors. Yet he retains the factors jn hjs 
new de1 but under other names. ncertainty is now a 
attri and is assumed to exist to an 
exchange now resu from asset specificity 
initial large-number dding situation int 

By reworking his model and introducing ‘asset specificity’, 
better explains what ‘information impactedness’ had left vague. In particular, 
asset specificity better reveals the two-way de of these transactions. 
The seller and buyer become ‘locked into’ saction as the asset 
becomes more specific: at contract renewal, buyers do n ave imm tely 
available competitive suppliers and sellers can find buyers the 
specialized asset. 

The issue of interest here is not whether +hnra Cll- %re large fixed investments 
(although this can also be important ), but how specializtd are the invest- 
ments. If an asset supplier can easily turn to other buyers or if other sellers 
are available to the buyer, then there are few transactional risks. On the 
other hand, transactional problems arise when assets become more specific 
or more fully dedicated to the specific needs of the 
Williamson refers to transactions which involve highly s 
‘idiosyncratic’. As indicated earlier, this specificity can arise because of its 
site, its physical qualities, or its human qualities. It is the latter, human asset 
specificity, which particularly interests Williamson because it involves the 
personal relationship between the buyer and seller or the owner and worker 
and is exemplified by specialized training and learning-by-doing economies in 
production ( 1979, p. 240). _-- 

Williamson concludes; ‘where asset specificity is great, buyer and seller will 
make special efforts to design an exchange relation that has contmuity 
properties’ ( 198 1, p. 1546). From the buyer’s perspective, this relation sh&d 
reduce the costs of small numbers exchange and, in fact, ~~illiamson argues 

that as an asset becomes more specific, it is less costly for the firm to capture 

the economies of scale itself and bring the asset production under its inter 
direction. illiamson also argues that internal organization has advantages 
over market contracting as asset specificity turns the bargaining relationship 
(at both the contract writing and contract execution stage) into a small- 
numbers exchange and th 
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fiat to settle disputes, and (3) it provides more co ete access to relevant 
information to settle disputes by using internaiI 
1549; 1982, pp. a07-108). 

onomics is his overriding assertion that 

organization of the firm (this holds true for all 
here). In particular, he asserts his independence from traditional industrial 
organization literature which argues that vertical integration is the result of 
technoiogicai interdependencies in the production prooess; the standard 
example is the integration of the iron and steel processes. illiamson denies 
that this is based on technological considerat s because the 
processes could, theoretic separated into a sequence of activities which 
co by a uence of many firms. 

amson concedes that ‘it is sometimes d cult to resist the 
view that technology really is determinative’, he asserts that this is only the 
case ‘if technological nonseparabilities are significant’. This is not true, 

rported thermal economies’ such as integrating iron and 
cad, integration of these activities would not be sary ‘if 

write and enforce a complex contingent claims contract 
tween blast-furnace and rolling-mill stages’ (198% p. 195). It is the basis of 
illiamson’s argument that prohibitive ractual costs are the true reasons 
t firms choose to shift from the ma to internal organization; this is 

true not only in the steel i dustry, but for all firms and 
Technology may influence th ize of the firm, but ‘decisions to ma 
which determine the distribution of economic activity as between 
markets, and the int nization (including both the sh 
aggregate sLs; of I,be lained, except 
by technology (1981, p. 1537). 

nological indivisibilities: (1) scale 

s where acquiring i 
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Chandler (1977) described in such detail, greatly influen 
dated. the shift to hierarc illiamson acknowledges that tkse 
technolo of coal and reduction indivisibilities in metal- 
making, alworking, refining, and distilling which made integration highly 
efficient. similarly, electric motors turned mass production industries into 

recesses almost as continuous as the heat-using industries (198Oa, pp. 187, 

of these technol 

did not dictate particular orga 
hi& would dictate ext 

these costs, not the technologies, which d 
‘Flow processes - whether natural (liquids, gases, grains) or devised 
(assembly lines) - simply to dictate organizational outcomes. I 
submit, however, t t linkages among processes tech 1 y 
determined only if technological nonseparabilities are si cant’ P* 
195). 

Williamson admits that technology can significantly affect internal organi- 
zation and even gives an examp!e of a techno!ogi~a! change which rendered 
an organizing mode ‘no longer viable’ (1980a, p. 188, n. XI), yet he refuses to 
retreat from his theory of underlying transaction cost economizing ‘I do 
not... mean to imply that choices of technology and internal organization 
are independent. To the cant technological changes may render some 
organizing modes inoperable. organizing modes (of 
which there are normally several), differential rmance is to be under- 
stood as a transaction costs issue. tion of efficient versus 
inefficient modes of internal 0 n to an examination of 
their properties in bounded rationality and opportunism respects. Organizing 
modes that economize on scarce information processing and decision-making 
capability have superior properties in transaction-cost terms, ceteris paribus. 
Si~~ilarly, modes that serve to attezmte subgod persuit and discourage 
information hoarding and distortion are favored, ceteris paribus’ (198Ob, ppa 
1 l-12). 

Chandler, whose The ves as a historical base for 
i!kamson’s arguments [ 

son for giving technology much less credit th 
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firm or a production facility (1981, p. 1537). e goes so far as to admit that 
his economics may overstate the case, yet he concludes that althou 

res of the technology are important and need to be 
ntaining a transaction-cost economizing focus is warranted 

(1982a, p. 111). 
In contrast to illiamson’s reluctant acceptance of even a limited role for 

technology, ouglass North has a more broadly-based understanding of the 
changing business firm in US. history which interrelationship 
between technology and transaction costs. s that the new 
technologies of the ‘second industrial revolution’ were characterized in the 
fo of large fixed-capital investments and that Chandler’s ‘managerial 
revolution’ Was the effort to realize the productive potential of the new 
technology. North, however, also criticizes Ch r for missing the other 
half of the story which was the managerial at reduce the transaction 

dant on the new technology. These costs were brought about by 
nt increase in specialization, division of 1 d the number of 
hich this new technsf;gy brought about pp. 175476). In 

turn, managers created other tc&$~ologies in order to reduce these increasing 
transaction costs (p. 177). ’ + .J 

illiamson stridently dismisses the importance of technolo in explaining 
nal organization and the rise of the firm. Yet, in fact, model relies 

heavily on technology to both explain its assumptions and to demonstrate 
means by which internal anization (hierarchy) ove mes the 
liems of transaction costs (as rth historicallly expiains). is is not 
y a matter of semantics, but rather becomes evident by examining 
mson’s own vocabulary and comparing it to the current literature on 

y kkuch of it hiiir economis;Q. Although he rejects technoicgy, 
ittk effort explaining what it is he is rejecting ( 

importantly, at no trme does 
s not explicitly ret 

ware he refers to when he dismisses technology 
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bounded rationality, opportunism, and asset specificity. In spite of his explicit 
rejection of technological considerations, Williamson’s description of :hese 
elements and his prescription of internal organizational solutions, in fact, 
significantly rely on technological considerations. 

6.1. Boun&d rationality 

illiamson identifies two limits on rationality: 
language. Neurophysiological limits are the physical 

neurophysiological and 
limits which r~st~ct the 

volume of information the human brain can receive and mani~~!~~te. 1g9 
addressing this transactional we 
technological solution to mitiga 
processing technology may occur which alter the degree to which bounded 
rationality limits apply’ (1975, p. 10). 

Language limits, on the other hand, are those which individuals face when 
they are unable to articulate their knowlege or feeli (using words, 
numbers? or graphics) to make others understand them. en this occurs, 
they must attempt other means of communication. Williamson suggests that 
one method that gets around this limit is the apprenticeship system which 
involves learning- and teaching-by-doing and which is ‘often the most 

ent means of communication for this reason’ (1975, p. 255). 
ending that ‘learni g-by-doing’ be used to alleviate bounded 
illiamson invokes a distinctly technological solution. ‘Learning- 

by-doing’ is commonly conceived as production experience which either 
reduces the cost of production or increases the pace of production [Rosen- 
berg (1982, pp. 109-l 1 l)]. Williamson assertc that internal organization, 
rather than the market, improves communication and reduces bounded 
rationality. It does so by providing a better environment for efficient 
rjfiV*-c?.lAfi”t;AS+ Fe AX to ~w~U~&~U&r~~L#Uii “VYV” evofye 2nd for psrti em-- 23 to use them ‘*$ih uwrt; 

confidence. These codes use an ‘idiosyncratic language’ to summarize com- 
plex events and, thus, economize on bounded rationality: ‘Communication 
systems become effective when they employ lang s which carry large 
amounts of meaning with relatively fewer symbols. anizations find such 
things as blueprints, product number systems, and occupational jargon 
he 1 in increasing the efficiency of their communications’ (1975, p. 25). 

other words, the strength of internal organization is that it provides 
these codes more efficiently. Yet even traditional economics recognizes 
codes as a description of a. firm’s production possibilities sets. These s 

functions define the technical reiaiionship ‘between the firm’s inputs and 
. This notion of 
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hus, although illiamson argues that transaction costs and not techno- 
logy explain the changing internal organization of the firm, hi 
the- problems of bounded rationalis 
only does he fail to acknowiedge this, his solutio are inadeqluate even 
economic terms. First, illiamson accepts tional economic picture of 
the firm as a producti function. Yet this view inadequately explains 
the creation and evolution of the U.S. business firm because it fails to explain 
how the existing range of technolo tives came into existence and 
what specific forces generated them 

fit solutions are similarly i 
do not contai exhaustive account of 
instances they are ‘quite gross descriptions o hat to do, and seldom define 

job breakdown, much less pr “how to do it” instructions at 
T. This should be expected 

presume ‘the availability 
contained in the records 

inally, this activity 0 felings is best concep- 
as a form of ‘technology transfer’ when we broadly define technology 

as either ‘knowledge about how to do things’ [Samuels (p. 872)] or as ‘a 
reproducible and publicly communicable way of doing things’ [Brooks (p. 
lo)]. 

sset spec@icity and opportunism 

sset s ficity is the ey attribute in illiamson’s transac 
economics: ‘a considerable amount of explanatory power turns on the last’. 
As noted earlier, it is a redefined version of what he previously called a 

tion of ‘information impactedness’. mpactedness resulted Lam a combi- 
n of opportunism and uncertainty which, in. turn, led to bilateral trading 

conditions at contract renewal time. In his current model, (a) an ‘interme- 
diate degrL:* of uncertainty is assumed, (b) opportunism (i.e., individuals’ 

siderable period thereaft~tr; Inas- 

on favorable te s, since the cost of sup 
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Asset specificity can arise in three different ways: site specific;ity, physical 
asset specificity, or human asset specificity. Yet, although couched in 
transaction cost vocabulary, 11 three ace, in fact, technological factors. Site 
specificity, which results fram economizing on inventory or transportation 

expenses, and physica asset specificity are by all definitions technological in 
nature. As discussed earlier, for example, even Williamson a&n&~ that 
changes in energy technology significantly tiited the siting and organizing 
of production facilities. 
tally defines it in techn 
to produce a compone 

The third type, h 
Williamson: ‘Additional transaction 
face between sup 
unfolding events 
Familiarity here perm 
language develops as experie accumulates, and n 
received in a sensitive -way. th institutional and 
evolve’ (1982b, p. 107). This description is r&z with technological 
implications. 

It is misleading to exclude the communication of knowledge from any 
definition of technology. Such activities as management science, operations 
research and organizational theory constitute the technological ‘software’ of 

-31 illiamson includes ‘learning-by-doing’, which he 
to overcome language limits, as another facet of 

human asset specificity: ‘Ordinarily.. . there is more to idiosyncratic exchange 
[highly specific transactions] than specialized physical capital 
investments that are transaction-specific commonly occur as 
training and learning-by-doing economies in production 
(1979, p. 240; emphasis added). As described earlier, ‘learning-by-doing’ is 
commonly conceived in economics as production experience which either 
reduces the cost of production or increases the pace of production. 

Finally, Williamson cites another author to explicitly define human asset 
specificity as technology: ‘Idiosyncrat ic investments in human capital are in 

more interesting and less obvious than are those in physical 
chael] Polanyi’s discussion of “p~rscmd knswledge” is illuminat- 

attempt to analyze scie &ally the established industrial arts 
led to similar results. ndeed even in the modern industries 

indefinable knowledge is still an essential part of techno!Dgy l l m”9 (197% 

1 . 

an 
os~&erg’s definition 

certain classes 0 
knowledge brou . 
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